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Cloud Platform Solution to
Manage Operations

Experience efficiency and growth by optimizing your workflows. 

Automate your business to gain a full view of operational performance.

Ticket Management

Customer & Supplier Management

www.weighpay.com

Inventory & Yard Operations

+ 1 (888) 440-8858

Integrated Accounting

Compliance and Reporting

info@weighpay.com

Dispatching and Work Orders

Quickly access pertinent account
information on any device, manage
pricing, contracts, quotes, freight,
deployed assets. Portals

Streamlines yard operations: on hand and
in transit inventory, FG tags, regrading,
production movements, shipments.
Manage inbound/outbound tasks and
transactions, plus handle inventory
processes efficiently.

WeighPay ERP: Ideal for scrap yards,
waste facilities, and recycling depots.
Seamlessly integrates with equipment,
ensuring precise weights and tickets.
Empowers staff and assures proper
transaction handling.

Easily track AP Bills and AR Invoices
with our user friendly accounting
tools. Cloud platform simplifies
financial management, providing
centralized control from inventory to
invoices.

Manage your assets using Work
Orders with integrated logic for
contracts, trucks, containers, and
drivers utilizing three scheduling
boards including 3PL.. 

Integrate hardware with WeighPay for 
comprehensive compliance management.
Connect to truck scale cameras,
customer image points, and more.
Customizable rules capture vital purchase
images for state compliance reporting.

Get in touch with us at
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Key Features

Print Checks

Cash Drawer Management

Camera Integration

Fingerprint Scanner

ATM Integration

Scale Integration

Delay / Split Payment

ID Scanner Integration

Print checks with data pre filled from
customer records and tickets.

Fully integrated cash drawer management
to ensure you cashiers are able to process
payments quickly and easily.

Ensure compliance with fingerprint 
scanning and image capture integrations.
Ensure your team are capturing all 
required images and that these images
are stored against the correct tickets and
customers.

Integrate multiple cameras to capture
vehicle, license plates, individual
images as well as images of purchased
loads.

Integrate WeighPay to ATM
solutions to automate the
process of paying retail
suppliers.

Integrate your scales and lanes with our
ticketing solution to accurately capture
the gross and tare weights of inbound 
inventory.

Manage delayed payments in line with
your locations local state regulations.
Ensure these payment delays are
occurring on transactions that contain
product types that require delayed
payments.

Streamline the processing of capturing
retail supplier identification including
licenses and other documentation.

Get in touch with us at

www.weighpay.com

Automate your operations with
WeighPay’s unique feature set and
hardware integrations. Streamline
the process and reduce the amount
of time it takes to process orders.

+ 1 (888) 440-8858 info@weighpay.com

Hardware, Automated
and Integrated
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Key Features

Transportation Management

Account Based
Management

Custom User Roles

Work Order Management

ATM Integration

Scale Integration

Delay / Split Payment

ID Scanner Integration

Each account page offers a full dashboard
that doubles as a customer portal. Account
managers and customers can Instantly see
and control all aspects of the account.

Built to meet the stringent requirements of
publicly traded companies. Segregation of
Duties. Full control over users and customer
portal accounts.

Drive your business by connecting orders and
contracts to your trucks, drivers, and assets.
Phone ready solution for taking quick orders

Schedule and dispatch your drivers and
assets, see real time driver statuses, multi-
board scheduling with 3PL, Internal and Dock
scheduling

Integrate WeighPay to ATM solutions to
automate the process of paying retail
suppliers.

Integrate your scales and lanes with our
ticketing solution to accurately capture
the gross and tare weights of inbound 
inventory.

Manage delayed payments in line with your
locations local state regulations. Ensure
these payment delays are occurring on
transactions that contain product types
that require delayed payments.

Streamline the processing of capturing
retail supplier identification including
licenses and other documentation.

Automate Yard
Happiness

www.weighpay.com

Automate your operations with
WeighPay’s unique feature set and
hardware integrations. Streamline
the process and reduce the amount
of time it takes to process orders.

+ 1 (888) 440-8858 info@weighpay.com
Get in touch with us at
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Key Features

Email Tickets to
Customer

Inbound / Outbound

Inbound POS Tickets Internal Tickets

Machine Learning

Inter/Intra Transfers

Automatically email electronic copies
of tickets to customers once a ticket
has been closed.

Receiving inventory into your facility
and creating an AR Invoice for billing
your customers amd capturing
images of the vehicle/load.

Flexible ticket types allow for as many
suppliers, customers and haulers on a
single ticket with freight costing and
auto generate bills and invoices.

Each workstation captures and sorts
the most used customers and their
associated products for quick select.

Moving inventory between locations is
fast and simple, create AP and AR
transactions or keep it internal with
no billing, integrated 3PL Hauler bills
and more. 

Easily create Pile to Pile regrades on the
fly, capturing weights and images. Many to
many inputs and outputs using templates for
speed.

Simplified
Ticket Management

www.weighpay.com

WeighPay employs an advanced ticketing
architecture (Parent/Child) that allows future
edits and adjustments to auto net against
parent bills. 

Eliminating backdating and recosting while 
factoring freight into the net weight of each 
line item even across multiple suppliers on 
the same ticket. 

+ 1 (888) 440-8858 info@weighpay.com
Get in touch with us at
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Comprehensive
Account
Management

www.weighpay.com

Accounts can be both a Supplier and
Customer account. Account balances, Work
Orders, Contracts, Assets tracked on a
single dashboard

+ 1 (888) 440-8858 info@weighpay.com

Key Features

Contact Categories

Personal Information

Automated Do Not Buy

Vehicle Data Management

Manage Do Not Pay 

Contact Information

Cash Card Management

Easily Categorize Contacts

Categorize contacts by their
relationship type. Assign multiple
relationship types to an individual
based on their transactions with your
business.

Maintain details about client and
supplier vehicles to ensure
compliance with all state based
regulations.

Ensure your CRM records provide your 
team with the detail they need to
better manage relationships with your
customers and suppliers.

Mark individuals in the CRM as “Do Not
Buy” to prevent Weighmasters from
transacting and be alerted when these
individuals attempt to sell to your
business.

Streamline the process of applying for
and creating cash cards for your
suppliers.

Capture address, phone and email
contact details to make searching for
customers when creating transactions
quick and easy.

WeighPay is an automated customer
relationship management software that
automates the process of assigning
customers to account types and categories.
It also provides a platform to classify
customers based on their relationships with
your company.

Do Not Pay Alerts will automatically put
individuals in your CRM into “Do Not Pay”
status. If any of these individuals attempting
to get paid will send an alert to management.

Get in touch with us at
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Key Features

Custom Inventory
Categories

Track Shipping Data

Multi-status Inventory

Create Tags for
Pallets, Bins or Boxes

Moving Weighted Average
Inventory

Real-Time Inventory
Positioning

See On Stock Inventory

Quick Scan/Build Pick Lists

Track all shipment related data including
carrier, container ID’s, purchase order
numbers, booking numbers, vessel
identification and more.

Manage the physical location of
inventory through pile, pallet, bins or
box locations with images.

Create your own custom inventory
categories to group items into logical and
structured hierarchies.

Instantly see your weighted average inventory
by group or by product, On hand levels, tags,
I- transit and sold inventory with contracts 

Inventory levels are populated on the
product buttons to make sure your
shipment will get finished.

Real-time inventory across all your
locations. Regrade and Production
movements allow for standard costing.

Track impacts to your inventory levels and
costing in real-time. See historical
transactional impacts per group or per
product

Quickly add tagged inventory to a shipment
order with real-time weights tracking to
avoid overloading trucks.

Streamline
Inventory & Yard
Operations

www.weighpay.com

WeighPay streamlines yard operations—
inventory, regrading and production
movements—enabling users to efficiently
handle transactions and tasks for
incoming/outgoing inventory and varied 
yard processes.

+ 1 (888) 440-8858 info@weighpay.com
Get in touch with us at
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Advanced
Inventory
Management

www.weighpay.com

WeighPay’s Advanced Inventory features
allow users to streamline and control
inventory related tasks and transactions.
Manage multiple locations, utilize
automated regrades, pile-to-pile and
production inventory movements with
workflow capabilities.

+ 1 (888) 440-8858 info@weighpay.com

Key Features

Inventory Location
Transfers

Advanced Inbound Inventory
Management

Automate Your Inventory
Management

Advanced Outbound
Inventory Management

Regrading Work Orders

Create transfer orders to move inventory
between locations. Simply select the 
inventory item type being transferred, get
real time visibility into available stock,
choose the location it is being transferred to
and confirm.

Get full visibility of all incoming inventory 
orders including product type, freight 
provider details and costs, average price, 
value, market price and percentage and dollar 
value differences and inventory stock 
impacts.

Get full visibility of all outgoing customer
orders including product type, sale price,
market price and percentage and dollar
value differences and inventory stock
impacts.

Create customizable regrading orders
to quickly and easily manage your
regrading tasks as well as inputs and
outputs and all impacts of net weights
and inventory 
value.

WeighPay is an inventory management tool
designed to make tracking the location and
movements of your inventory simple.

Get in touch with us at

We have made the process of creating a
regrading order highly flexible, so you can
easily customize it to fit your unique
business needs.

Creating Regrading Order
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Advanced
Reporting Built
for Industry

www.weighpay.com

WeighPay’s Advanced Reporting gives
users access to a comprehensive
suite of reports to help you gain
valuable insights into your products,
tickets, customers, inventory,
shipments and more.

+ 1 (888) 440-8858 info@weighpay.com

Key Features

Customer Reports

Product Reporting

Advanced Inventory Reports

Ticket Reporting

State Compliance Reports

See the Impacts of all Your Open,
On Hold and Closed Tickets

Get detailed information regarding
advanced inventory transactions including
incoming shipments, transfers, regrades,
packing slips, shipping and current
inventory status by product or product
group.

Get summary and detailed product
reports including product group
summary reports, sales by product
category and individual item reports.

See detailed information about customer and
supplier performance including a summary 
off all buy and sell tickets, their current 
status and summary of their transaction
history over time.

Generate state based compliance
report for quick upload to the relevant
authorities online compliance portals.

See the impacts of open, on hold and
closed tickets in real time. Get better
visibility into all ticket types including
buy/sell tickets, internal tickets,
grading and transfer tickets and AP and
AR tickets.

WeighPay lets you see the business
impacts of all ticket types in real time,
so you can make better decisions.

Get in touch with us at
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Key Features

AR Ticket Management

Check Search

Create AR Invoice for Payment

AR Ticket Management

AP Ticket Management

AP/AR Netting 

Accounting Integration for
Oracle NetSuite

Quickly create accounts payable bills
for inbound loads and tickets.

Quickly create accounts receivable invoices
for inbound loads and tickets.

Convenient check search function to
lookup check details by customer, check
number or amount.

Get details about your open, on hold and
closed Accounts Receivable tickets including
business customer details, items sold, selling
price as well as gross and tare weights for 
the transaction including all images and
signatures.

With WeighPay, you can manage
your AP Tickets on the go.

Send your AP and AR transactions to
your accounting software or generate
real-time data in NetSuite.

Automatically net AP and AR against each
other at the scale in the back office. Filter
this list by date and search for transactions by
ticket number or AP transaction number.

WeighPay is a platform that provides business
owners with real time information about their
open and pending accounts receivable.

Integrated Accounting

www.weighpay.com

Simple accounting features to help users
gain visibility over their AP and AR 
Tickets.
Our cloud based platform makes it 
easy to manage simple financials in one
place and keep track of everything 
from inventory to invoices.

+ 1 (888) 440-8858 info@weighpay.com
Get in touch with us at

Create AP Bill for Payment
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Key Features

Compliance Assurance

www.weighpay.com

Manage all aspects of compliance by
integrated your hardware technology to
WeighPay. Our solution connects to a wide
range of hardware including truck scale
cameras, customer image capture points,
fingerprint scanners, document scanners and
license plate scanners. Our customizable rules
engine allows you to ensure that the right
images are captured at the point of purchase
and that these images can be used in all state
based compliance reporting.

+ 1 (888) 440-8858 info@weighpay.com

Police Reports

Mandatory Signature Capture

Mandatory Fingerprint Scans

State Based Compliance
Reporting

Mandatory Vehicle Image Capture

Mandatory Customer ID
& Live Image

Automate the process of uploading
compliance reports to the relevant
state and government bodies.

Create police reports detailing all
supplier related transaction
information including images and
signatures.

Capture signatures on the mobile device
and attach the image to tickets, invoices
and transaction records.

Ensure every retail supplier is identified
correctly by integrating fingerprint
scanning technology to your retail tickets.

Send your AP and AR transactions to your
accounting software or generate flat
files for quick upload.

Capture images from multiple cameras
and automatically upload these images
to tickets and customer records.

Ensure your suppliers are who they say they
are with individual image capture. Store this
image along with auditable electronic time 
and date stamps to ensure your Weighmasters
are managing every transaction in line with
your compliance best practices.

Get in touch with us at

Automated Compliance Uploads
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Scalability

Connected

Process Driven Flexible

Control

Automation Visibility

Real Time

Industry Aligned

Our solutions are scalable
meaning you can increase 
users and functionality
as your business needs 
change.

Connect to your hardware
and software applications
with our solution,
designed for the industry.

Implement industry 
leading best practices and 
processes.

Get in touch with us at

Our software
streamlines your
administration with 
clever automations.

Gain infinite flexibility
by embracing a cloud 
solution.

Take control of your
teams tasks and workload
and ensure everyone is
working 
efficiently.

Be confident that your business
management software is
designed to meet the needs of
your industry.

Gain business wide visibility of
your most important operational
and financial 
KPI’s.

Get access to the 
information you need to run
your business as and when 
it happens.

Business Impacts of
Implementing WeighPay ERP
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